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Gone are the days associating barbecues with 
summer. Grilling is now an everyday cooking 

experience for many. Everyone loves sear marks 
on a good steak, or the smoky infusion of flavor 

from grilling salmon on a wood plank. This desire 
for a year-round experience has and continues 
to drive new, breakthrough products as well as 

improvements to tried and true tools. Don’t take 
our word for it – see (or taste) for yourself!

GRILLing is a year round 
retail opportunity

Look For our Icons next 
to our products

dishwasher safe video available replacement brush head available
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When it comes to cooking over an open flame, nothing is off the table – or grill, more accurately! Everything 
from appetizers to entrées and even desserts are being thrown on blazing grill grates to get that fantastic, flame-
licked flavor. In the pages of this catalog, you’ll find ways to grill up any food you can think of – and even those you 
haven’t yet! We here at Charcoal Companion® are proud and excited to show you our tried-and-true barbecue tools 
and accessories, as well as new innovations guaranteed to change the way you think about cooking outdoors.

Whether in the kitchen or at the grill, there are delicious dishes that are passed over because they’re thought of 
as too difficult or time-consuming. We’ve made it faster and easier to power through your prep and get cookin’! 
Our Hasselback Potato Slicing Rack guides you through making the precise cuts needed to shape your potato into 
the traditional style, resulting in potatoes that cook faster than your usual baked spuds – but can still be loaded 
with toppings! Kabobs are a menu mainstay, but threading each ingredient piece by piece onto the skewer can 
be frustrating and tedious. Our Skewer Express™ Easy Kabob Loader not only directs your skewer through all your 
ingredients at once, but it contains any mess and transports your kabobs safely to the grill.

Many of the products in our line harness the power of the grill to create mouth-watering meals. Our PizzaQue® 
BBQ Pizza Baker replicates the high heat of a pizza oven right on the grilltop! Its cordierite stone absorbs and 
radiates heat to bake a crispy, evenly-cooked crust. The steel hood traps and reflects heat down onto the top of 
your cooking pie so that your toppings are done at the same time as your crust. Adding to an already best-selling 
product family, our Flame-Friendly® range has grown with the addition of our Flame-Friendly Rib Rack and Bacon 
Bowl Rack. Both are made of high-heat ceramic that absorbs and distributes heat like cast iron, but without the 
weight and maintenance.

While flipping burgers and searing steaks is the fun part, good grillers know that keeping their grates clean is 
essential. Dirty grill grates can contaminate food with unwanted flavors. Our Safe-Scrub™ bristled brushes take a 
dual approach: first, the twisted-wire design secures bristles while retaining flexibility. The bristles themselves are 
made from durable nylon that’s heat-safe up to 440ºF. 

This is just a taste of what we have to offer in the following pages of this catalog. Our products are the result of 
connecting and sharing ideas with each other and with our customers. Please do not hesitate to contact us, by 
phone or email, with any questions or comments. 
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Replicate a traditional wood-burning pizza oven using 
your charcoal grill! The PizzaQue® Pizza Kit for Kettle Grills 
converts your grill into the perfect pizza oven in just minutes. 
The kit allows your grill to reach cooking temperatures up 
to 900°F (482°C). The cordierite baking stone within the kit 
absorbs and evenly distributes heat, eliminating hot spots. 
Your pizzas will cook quickly, evenly, and with that great 
smoky, authentic flavor. Includes a  folding aluminum pizza 
peel to easily transport pizzas to and  from your grill.
Fits 18.5 in. and 22.5 in. (47 cm x 57.2 cm) kettle grills.

PC7001 - case / 1

• Converts your kettle grill into a pizza oven

• Achieves the high temperatures and smoky   
 flavor of professional, wood-fired pizza ovens

• Cooks pizzas in 3 to 5 minutes

15 in (38.1 cm) 
cordierite pizza stone

Stainless steel 
kettle converter 
with thermometer

Charcoal fence

BONUS:
13 in (33 cm) wide folding 
aluminum piza peel

PIZZA KIT 
INCLUDES:
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PC0316 - case / 2

NEW

Harness the high heat of your gas grill to cook pizza outdoors! 
This baking stone and steel hood set will transform your regular 
grill into a pizza-making machine. The cordierite stone absorbs 
and radiates heat to bake a crispy, evenly-cooked crust. The steel 
hood traps and reflects heat down onto the top of your cooking pie 
so that your toppings are done at the same time as your crust. 
Ventilation holes in the hood allow moisture to escape so pizzas 
are never soggy. This kit comes with a folding pizza peel with a 
comfort grip handle, making it a breeze to transport pizzas to the 
oven and to retrieve them when they're finished cooking. 

• Turns your gas grill into a fast and   
 efficient pizza oven

•  Unique design contains and reflects   
 heat down onto the top of your pizza   
 so  crust and toppings are done at the  
 same time

• Preheats in 15 to 20 minutes; cooks   
 pizza in 6 to 7 minutes

•  Includes 12 in. wide folding aluminum   
 pizza peel
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AMERICAN 
CLASSICS
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A - Corn Holders  
Makes eating corn fun and easy! 4 sets.
Pig Corn Holders  .................................................. CC5008 
Dog Corn Holders  ................................................ CC5009 
Cow Corn Holders  ............................................... CC5007 
Push Pin Corn Holders  ......................................... CC5116 
Classic “Mini Corn” Corn Holders ........................ CC5038 
Rosewood Corn Holders ...................................... CC5083 

B - Nylon Food Tents 
Don’t let pesky insects ruin your barbecue or picnic.  
These handy, lightweight tents protect your food from 
bugs. They’re large enough to cover most serving platters 
with room to spare. White nylon mesh fabric. Pull cord 
lock. Collapses for storage. Available in three sizes.
Small / 17 inches ................................................... CC2015
Large / 22.5 inches  ............................................... CC2023
Table-Size / 24 inches x 45 inches  ....................... CC2024 

C - Non-Stick Stuff-A-Burger® Basket — CC3507 

This basket is designed for extra-thick stuffed burgers and 
allows you to grill and flip four stuffed burgers at once. 
Rosewood handle. Non-stick. 10.25 in. x 19.5 in. 
 
D - Non-Stick Grilled Cheese Basket — CC3132 
This wide Non-Stick Grilled Cheese Basket can hold two 
sandwiches at once. Its flat, perforated steel panels adjust 
to your sandwich’s height, while simultaneously pressing it 
for easier eating. Flipping your sandwiches is as foolproof 
as turning the basket over, and the non-stick coating 
makes for fast cleanup. 11 in. x 15.5 in.

E - Stuff-A-Burger® Press — CC5119 
The inventive Stuff-A-Burger® Press creates delicious 
stuffed burgers with tender and tasty toppings on the 
inside. Press holds an impressive ¾ pounds of ground 
meat. Durable plastic. 
 
F - Corn Holders   
Add some pop to your corn on the cob with fun food-
inspired holders.
Beer Corn Holders ................................................ CC5155 
Popcorn Corn Holders  ......................................... CC5156

G - Barbecue Serving Set — CC2029 

The Barbecue Serving Set includes six red baskets and 
six red and white liners, plus a set of 8 oz. ketchup and 
mustard squeeze bottles.

Grilled burgers and hot dogs are the foundation of 
American cuisine. Whether medium-rare or well-done, our 
burger baskets and molds make easy work of achieving 
the perfect burger every time. We even offer a Stuffed 
Burger recipe book and kit that will inspire delicious 
variations of stuffed burgers.
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AMERICAN CLASSICS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Push Pin Corn Holders
CC5116 - case / 12 
Poly resin 
4 sets
Packaging - pegging clear box 

Popcorn Corn Holders
CC5156 - case / 12 
Poly resin 
4 sets
Packaging - pegging clear box 

Dog Corn Holders
CC5009 - case / 12 
Poly resin 
4 sets
Packaging - pegging clear box 
 

“Mini Corn” Corn Holders
CC5038 - case / 12 
Poly resin
4 sets 
Packaging - pegging blister card

Beer Can Corn Holders
CC5155 - case / 12 
Poly resin
4 sets 
Packaging - pegging clear box

Cow Corn Holders
CC5007 - case / 12 
Poly resin 
4 sets
Packaging - pegging clear box 
 

Rosewood Corn Holders
CC5083 - case / 6 
Wood
4 sets
Packaging - pegging window box 

Pig Corn Holders
CC5008 - case / 12 
Poly resin 
4 sets
Packaging - pegging clear box 
 

Nylon Food Tents 
Case / 12
Square Small / 17 in. ........................................ CC2015 
Square Large / 22.5 in. .................................... CC2023
Rectangle Table-Size / 24 in. x 46 in. ..............CC2024 
Packaging - pegging window box 

Table-Size Food Tent
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Non-Stick French Fry Cone
CC2025 - case / 12 
Packaging - hang tag 

Basket Liner Papers 
CC2018 - case / 24  
Set of 24
Packaging - pegging header card, bag 

Classic Diner Condiment Bottle Set 
CC2000 - case / 12 
Set of 3, 14 ounces
Packaging - shrink wrap, tray 

Hot Dog Roller 
CC3039 - case / 6 
Packaging - pegging window box 

Diner Serving Baskets 
CC2019 - case / 12 
Set of 6
Packaging - sleeve 

Double Hamburger Press 
CC5043 - case / 12  
Packaging - pegging sleeve 

Non-Stick Deluxe Mini-Burger Set 
CC3072 - case / 6 
Patent # D609,525
Non-stick basket, 8.5 in. x 18 in., 3 patty press,  
bun cutter. Only burger press is dishwasher safe
Packaging - sleeve 

Non-Stick Hamburger Grilling Basket 
CC3086 - case / 6
10.25 in. x 21.5 in.
Packaging - sleeve 

Barbecue Serving Set
CC2029 - case / 6
Set of 6 baskets, 6 liners
Set of 2 bottles, 8 ounces
Only baskets are dishwasher safe
Packaging - sleeve
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CLASSICS
a twist on American

Stuff-A-Burger® Recipe Book & Press Set
CC3914 - case / 6 / packaging - pegging sleeve
CC3913 (book only) - case / 12 / packaging - bulk
Book has over 44 pages of stuffed burger recipes! 

Stuff-A-Burger® Basket & Press Set 
CC3518 - case / 6
Non-stick basket, 10 in. x 19.5 in. 
Only burger press is dishwasher safe 
Packaging - sleeve 

Non-Stick Stuff-A-Burger® Basket  
CC3507 - case / 6
10 in. x 19.5 in. 
Packaging - sleeve 

Cast Aluminum Grilled Cheese Iron 
CC3135 - case / 4
5 in. x 16.5 in.
Rosewood handle 
Packaging - sleeve 

Stuff-A-Burger® Press 
CC5119 - case / 12
Holds ¾ lb ground meat 
Packaging - pegging sleeve 

3-in-1 Burger Press 
CC5153 - case / 6
Makes sliders, classic, and stuffed burgers
Packaging - pegging sleeve 

AMERICAN CLASSICS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S
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NEW

Non-Stick Grilled Cheese Basket
CC3132 - case / 6
11 in. x 15.5 in.
Rosewood handle 
Packaging - sleeve

Stainless Steel Grilled Cheese Spatula 
CC1091 - case / 12
4 in. x 10.25 in. 
Rosewood handle
Packaging - hang tag 

Porcelain Grilled Cheese Press
CC5140 - case / 4
11 in. x 5 in.x 2.75 in. 
Packaging - sleeve 

 
 

The Charcoal Companion® Grilled Cheese Basket & Grilling Book Set
Over 54 pages of grilled cheese recipes! 
6 in. x 8 in. (book), 11 in. x 15.5 in. (basket) 

Set - case / 6 - packaging - standing sleeve .......................................................................... CC3137
Book only - case / 12 - packaging - bulk ................................................................................. CC3134
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A - Salt Plate - Rectangular — CC6036

Our largest plate; works well for searing vegetables or 
proteins. Two may be used to cook a chicken in between for 
a fantastic alternative to “chicken under a brick.”
 
B - Salt Plate - Set of 4 Small Squares — CC6059 
A set of four small plates offers some flexibility when it 
comes to grill space. Use together as a 10 in. x 10 in. 
area, or separately, to sear and serve individual plates to 
impress a crowd. These small plates also fit easily in the 
freezer, to chill ahead for cold food presentations such as 
desserts or sushi. 
 
C - Salt Cone — CC6068 
This cone and holder set harnesses the cooking power of 
solid salt: by preheating your cone and then placing your 
chicken over it, the heat retained by the cone will help to 
cook your chicken, all while imparting a subtle, salty flavor. 
 
D - Salt Chunks with Stainless Steel Grater — CC6056 

Himalayan salt is rich in trace minerals, which add to 
the depth of flavor your foods will achieve when cooked. 
Salt chunks offer a way to impart flavor without the heft 
or bulk of a salt plate. 32 oz. Includes hand-held salt grater.
 
E - Himalayan Salt Plate Scrubber Brush — CC4108 

Keep your Himalayan Salt Plate in prime condition for 
grilling and serving with the Salt Plate Scrubber Brush. 
The hand-held scrubber has nylon bristles to gently clean 
the surface of the salt plate, and a stainless steel blade to 
remove baked-on food bits or glaze.
 
F - Salt Plate Storage and Carrier Tote — CC5151 
Whether you’re just taking it to the grill or taking it on the 
road, protect your salt plate! This convenient carrying case 
can be used for either 8 in. x 12 in. or 8 in. x 8 in. salt plates. 
With its smart construction and reinforced cover, your salt 
plate will be well protected. Sturdy webbed handles offer 
easy handling. This tote is also perfect for storing your salt 
plate when not in use.

Himalayan salt is both the ingredient and the cooking 
method taking the culinary world by storm. Food prepared 
on classic salt plates takes on a rich, subtle mineral flavor 
while using less actual salt than when using table salt. 
Now, we’ve expanded our line beyond the plate, with new 
salt shapes and plenty of accessories to complete your 
gourmet experience. 
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salt plate fits holder

salt plates fit holder

salt plate fits holder

HIMALAYAN SALT  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Himalayan Salt Plate - Rectangular 
CC6036 - case / 2
12 in. x 8 in. x 1.5 in.
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve 
 

Himalayan Salt Plate  
- Set of 4 Small Squares 
CC6059 - case / 2 
5 in. x 5 in. x 1.5 in /Set of 4
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve 
 

Himalayan Salt Plate - Square with Indents 
CC6067 - case / 2 
8 in. x 8 in. x 1.5 in.
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve 
 

Porcelain-Coated Salt Plate Holder - 12 in.  
CC3526 - case / 6 
12 in. x 8 in.
Porcelain-coated
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve 
  

Porcelain-Coated Salt Plate Holder - 10 in.  
CC3528 - case / 6 
10 in. x 10 in. - Holds Set of 4 - 5 in. x 5 in. 
Porcelain-coated
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve 
 

Himalayan Salt Plate - Square 
CC6058 - case / 2 
8 in. x 8 in. x 1.5 in.
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve 
 

Himalayan Salt Plate & Holder Set 
CC6064 - case / 2 
12 in. x 8 in. x 1.5 in
Only holder is dishwasher safe
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve 
 

Porcelain-Coated Salt Plate Holder - 8 in.  
CC3531 - case / 6 
8 in. x 8 in. 
Porcelain-coated
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve 
 

Himalayan Salt Chunks with  
Stainless Steel Grater 
CC6056 - case / 4 
Salt chunks, 24 ounces
Packaging - container 
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Once a treasured secret among butchers, the hangar (skirt) steak is now 
world-renowned for being extremely tender and flavorful. Just a few 
minutes per side on the salt plate is all it takes to bring this magical cut 
of beef to life. Served with an earthy blend of grilled exotic mushrooms 
and crisp, charred long beans you will find this recipe to be a satisfying, 
protein-rich feast.

HANGAR STEAK WITH EXOTIC MUSHROOMS 
AND GREEN BEANS

Method:

Preheat the salt plate for 40 minutes on the grill: 15 minutes on low, 15 
minutes on medium and 10 minutes on high. Brush the steak pieces with olive 
oil and season with pepper. Set aside. 

Meanwhile, blanch the beans in boiling water until the colors become vibrant, 
approximately 3 minutes. Move the beans immediately into an ice water bath 
to stop the cooking process. Once chilled, drain and set aside. 

Melt butter in a saucepan over medium heat, then add the minced garlic and 
cook over low flame until garlic becomes fragrant.  Coat cold beans with the 
garlic butter mixture and set aside. 

Place a grill wok over high heat. Add the olive oil and coarsely chopped 
mushrooms. Cook mushrooms until they begin to brown lightly and become 
soft.  Remove from the heat and set aside. Use the same grill wok to cook the 
beans until they are charred and tender. Set aside. 

Ingredients:

1  hangar or skirt steak, trimmed and cut into four pieces

¾ lb. green and/or yellow long beans, stems removed

4 tbsp. unsalted butter

3  garlic cloves, minced

1 container chefs mix mushrooms (enoki, piopini, chantrelle or oyster), 
coarsely chopped

1 tbsp. olive oil 

¼ tsp. black pepper

¼ tsp. salt

MAINS

NEW
NEW

Salt Plate Scrubber Brush 
CC4108 - case / 6
Nylon bristles
Packaging - pegging card 

Salt Plate Storage & Carrier Tote 
CC5151 - case / 6 
Holds up to 8 in. x 12 in. plate
Packaging - sleeve 

Himalayan Salt, Holder & Book Set / 8 in x 12 in 
The low moisture content of the salt plate allows it to be 
heated to high temperatures that cook your food, while 
contact with the plate’s surface imparts a rich, subtle flavor. 
This set includes a salt plate, a porcelain-coated steel holder 
with handles for use during cooking or presenting, and a salt 
plate recipe book. The recipe book includes over 20 recipes 
from appetizers to main dishes to desserts, so you can use 
your plate from start to finish. 

Set - case / 2 - packaging - kraft box, sleeve ..............CC7167
Book only - case / 12 - packaging - bulk .................... CC6057 

Himalayan Salt Cone with Holder 
Cook your chicken from the inside out, while flavoring it with the rich taste of 
Himalayan salt! Whether on the grill or in the oven, your chicken will cook faster 
than with a traditional rack. It also uses less salt than when using ground table salt. 
Himalayan salt cones have naturally low moisture contents, which allow them to be 
heated to extreme temperatures and to retain that heat for a long time. 
Salt - 2.5 in x 5.75 in
Holder - 5 in diameter

CC6068 - case / 4
Packaging - color box 

Salt Plate Press with Silicone Band
CC5158 - case / 6
For use with 8 in. x 12 in. x 1.5 in. salt plate
8.75 in. x 9 in. x 4.75 in
Packaging - hang tag

NEW
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SMOKERS, PLANKS,
CHIPS & PELLETS

A
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A - Non-Stick Rectangle Plank Flexi Basket — CC3136 
Turn and move your plank-cooked meal with one motion! 
With this flexible grilling basket, you can place any cut of 
meat (or even several!) inside with a wood plank, and easily 
maneuver it over your grill. Basket is perfectly shaped to hold 
a standard 5” x 12” wood plank. Interlocking non-stick links 
expand to securely hold food. 

B - 3-Tier Plank Rack with Cedar Planks — CC6072 
With this 3-tier plank rack, you’ll be able to cook multiple 
dishes at once, saving space on your grill while adding 
flavor! Cook up to three planks full of food on your grill, 
adding moisture and flavor for tender results every time. 
This rack also makes for an impressive presentation when 
used to serve at the table.

C - Stainless Smoke Bar— CC4122 

Traditional smokers create a smoky environment within 
your grill that adds delicious flavor to your meal. This 
extra-long smoke bar packs even more punch! A directed 
vent forces the smoke out exactly where you want it: 
onto your food. Smoke bar can use either wood pellets 
or traditional wood chips, and even better, you can skip 
soaking the chips ahead of time and pour them right into 
the box! 14 in. x 3 in. x 2 in. 

D - Cast Iron Moistly Grilled® Grill Humidifier — CC4071

Adding humidity to the grilling environment makes a huge 
difference. Smoky flavor is better infused, and more of the 
meat’s natural juices are retained. The Moistly Grilled® 
Grill Humidifier is a two-piece cast iron vessel with a 
vented lid that goes onto the grill and holds your choice  
of liquid. Place one on each end of the grill and the result  
is the juiciest, most flavorful grilled meat ever! Set of 2,  
11 in. x 2 in.

E - Non-Stick V-Shaped Gas Grill Smoker Box  
— CC4056

Use with wood chips for authentic wood smoke flavor. 
Unique V-shape fits under the grate between flame  
deflector bars on most gas grills. All V-shaped smoker 
boxes have hinged lids. 

F - Stainless Steel V-Shaped Gas Grill Smoker Box 
with Pellet Tube — CC4099  
Unique V-shape fits under the grate between flame  
deflector bars on most gas grills. 13.75 in. x 4.25 in.  
Stainless steel. Pellets sold separately.

The ancient art of smoking lives on even in this era of 
gas grills! Add great smoky flavor to food with your choice 
of wood chips, pellets, planks, and more. Whichever fuel 
you choose, our wide variety of smoker boxes and plank 
savers will help maximize each mouth-watering bite. 
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NEWNEW

SMOKERS, PLANKS, CHIPS & PELLETS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Cast Iron Smoker & Humidifier
CC4107 - case / 4 
6 in. x 4 in. x 2 in.
Packaging - box 

Smoking Wood Planks
Case / 12  (CC6021 case / 6)
11.75 in. x 5.25 in.
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Stainless Steel Plank Saver Tray
CC6037 - case / 6
12 in. x 5.75 in.
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Moistly Grilled®  Grill Humidifier Set
CC4071 - case / 4 
Patent # D651,457
Set of 2
Packaging - box 

Stainless Steel V-Shaped Gas Grill  
Smoker Box with Pellet Tube 
Case / 6. Patent # D585,702 / 8,997,639 / D747,922 
Short / 6 in.  x 4.25 in.   .................................. CC4099 
Long / 13.75 in. x 4.25 in.  ............................... CC4086
Packaging - box

Alder  ............................................................................................... CC6043 
Cedar .............................................................................................. CC6044
Hickory ............................................................................................ CC6045
Maple .............................................................................................. CC6046
Cedar (Set / 3) .................................................................................CC6021 
 

CC6021

Grill Plank Recipe Book 

CC6070 - case / 12
Packaging - bulk

NEW

3-Tier Plank Rack with Cedar Planks
CC6072 - case / 4 
12 in. x 6 in. x 2 in. (closed)
6 in. x 10 in. 10.25 in. (open)
Packaging - box 

Non-Stick Rectangle Plank Flexi Basket
CC3136 - case / 6 
12.5 in. x .18 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - sleeve 
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NEW

Porcelain Smoker Tray with Herb Wood Smoke 
Pouches - 3 flavors - Mediterranean / Latin / Holiday
CC6065 - case / 12
CC6066 - case / 6 Replacement Pouches; 2 of each flavor
6 in. x 4 in. x 2 in.
Packaging - box 

Stainless Steel Rounded Smoker Box
Wood chips sold separately

CC4150 - case / 6
11.75 in. x 3.25 in. x 2.25 in.
Packaging - box 

V-Shaped Gas Grill Smoker Boxes
Case / 6
Patent # D585,702 / 8,997,639  
Packaging - box 

V-Shaped Gas Grill Smoker Box
with Reservoir  Wood chips sold separately

CC4081 - case / 6
Patent # D585,702 / 8,997.639
13.75 in. x 4.25 in.
Packaging - box 

Rectangular Smoker Box with Lid  
Wood chips sold separately

CC3021 - case / 6 
Stainless Steel, 8.75 in. x 3.5 in.
Packaging - CC3021  box

Stainless Smoke Bar 

CC4122 - case / 6 
Stainless Steel / 14 in. x 3 in. x 2 in.
Packaging - box

Non-Stick V-Shaped Gas Grill Smoker Box  
with Wood Chips Set
CC9412 - mixed case / 6  
Patent # D585,702 / 8,997,639  
6 in. x 4.25 in., 36 cu. wood chips
Packaging - pegging window box

Non-Stick
Short / 6 in. x 4.25 in.  ........................CC4056 
Long / 13.75 in. x 4.25 in.  ...................CC4057

Stainless Steel
Short / 6 in. x 4.25 in.  ........................CC4065 
Long / 13.75 in. x 4.25 in.  ...................CC4066
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Smokehouse-Style Wood Pellets™

Case / 6 
48 cu. in.
Packaging - window box 

Smoke in a Cup™

CC6030 - counter display case / 1
CC9397 - 3 pack sampler case / 12 
9 cu. in. each cup / recyclable 
Packaging - sleeve  
 

Gourmet Wood Chips 
Case / 12 
144 cu. in. 
Packaging - window box 

Smoke in a Cup™ produces a lot of smoke from a little cup. Portable, disposable, and recyclable aluminum cup 
with fine wood particles lights fast and smokes quickly. Perfect for food with shorter cooking times. Great for 
both gas and charcoal grills.
Hickory / Mesquite / Apple / Cherry (Contains display and 6 units each flavor) .................................... CC6030
Hickory / Mesquite / Apple (Pegable 3-pack sampler) .............................................................................. CC9397

Hickory ........................................................................................................................................................... CC6047
Maple ............................................................................................................................................................. CC6048
Oak  ................................................................................................................................................................ CC6049
Cherry ............................................................................................................................................................ CC6050
Set of 3 - Hickory / Maple / Oak ................................................................................................................... CC6051

Maple / 144 cu. in. ......................................................................................................................................... CC6000
Cherry / 144 cu. in. ........................................................................................................................................ CC6001
Apple / 144 cu. in.  ......................................................................................................................................... CC6002
Set of 3 - Sampler / 48 cu. in. each  ............................................................................................................. CC6010
 

SMOKERS, PLANKS, CHIPS & PELLETS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S
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Mesquite & Hickory Wood Chips & Chunks
Chunk / packaging - window bag
Chips / packaging - box 
Set of 2 Sampler / packaging - box w/ shrink wrap
Set of 3 Sampler / packaging - card & sleeve 
 

Brandy & Porto Spirited Oak Wood Chips
Case / 6
88.5 cu. in. / Approximately 1 lb. 
Packaging - window bag 
 

Wood Chip Blends 
Case / 12 
Beef & Lamb / 130 cu. in. ................................................................... CC6014
Poultry / 130 cu. in.  ............................................................................  CC6015
Seafood / 130 cu. in.  .......................................................................... CC6016
Packaging - box 

Wood Chip Blends Sampler Set 
CC6017 - case / 12 
Each 48 cu. in
Set of 3 - Beef & Lamb / Poultry / Seafood
Packaging - box 

These spirited wood chips are made from brandy and porto-soaked barrels of French, American, and 
European oak used in the great wineries of Spain and Portugal for producing wines and spirits. They provide 
an intensely rich flavor perfect for smoking all of your favorite foods on both charcoal and gas grills. 
Brandy / 88.5 cu. in.  ..................................................................................................................................... CC6060
Porto / 88.5 cu. in. . ....................................................................................................................................... CC6061

Mesquite Chunks / 1.5 cu. ft. / approx 6 lbs. / case 6 ................................................................................. CC6024
Hickory Chunks / 1.5 cu. ft. / approx 6 lbs. / case 6 .................................................................................... CC6023
Mesquite Chips / 144 cu. in.  / case 12 . ........................................................................................................ CC6019
Hickory Chips / 144 cu. in. / case 12 ............................................................................................................. CC6018
Set of 2 Sampler Chips (Hickory / Mesquite) / 48 cu. in. each / case 12 ................................................... CC6011
Set of 3 Sampler Chips (Hickory / Mesquite / Apple) / 28 cu. in. each / case 6 ....................................... CC6029

CC6024 CC6023

CC6019

CC6011 (Set)
CC6029

CC6018
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A - Silicone Head Basting Bottle — CC5048

13.75 fl. oz. plastic bottle with silicone bristles. Includes 
storage cap. Brush bristles are heat-safe up to 550°F 
(288°C).

B - Bamboo Carving Board — CC5138 
Bamboo board with large carving surface. Juice well runs 
along board’s perimeter to prevent mess. Handles for easy 
transport to table; serve directly from board. 20 in. x 16 in.

C - Marinade Bottle — CC5150

Glass Marinade Bottle includes easy to measure markers for 
ounces, plus five marinade recipes. Screw top enables easy 
mixing of ingredients. 10 fl. oz. capacity and storage lid. 

D - Non-Stick Bean & Sauce Pot — CC2001

Heavy gauge one qt. capacity sauce pot holds sauce, 
beans or other side dishes. 3.25 in. deep, 6.5 in. diameter.  

E - Bamboo Cutting Board 13.5 in. Round — CC5162 

This durable bamboo cutting board is a beautiful and 
practical addition to your indoor or outdoor kitchen. 
Features a colorful soft-grip handle that makes it easy 
to transport to the table to use for serving. Also great for 
cheese boards.

Feeling saucy? We have just the thing! Create your 
favorite sauces and marinades with our bottles and pots, 
then use our brushes to slather on the flavor! Serve sweet 
and spicy dishes on our convenient cutting boards to 
protect your surfaces and contain the mess.
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Non-Stick Bean & Sauce Pot
CC2001 - case / 6
1 qt. capacity
Packaging - card 

SAUCE IT UP  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Cast Iron Sauce Pot & Silicone Brush Set
CC5099 - case / 4 
1.5 cup capacity
Silicone bristles heat resistant up to 550°F (288°C)
Only silicone brush is dishwasher safe
Packaging - sleeve, hang tag

Rosewood & Silicone Basting Brush
CC1041 - case / 12
15.25 in. 
Heat resistant up to 550°F (288°C)
Only silicone head is dishwasher safe
Packaging - hang tag 

Bamboo Cutting Board / Round
CC5162 - case / 4
19.25 in. x 1 in. x 13.25 in.
Packaging - hang tag 

Bamboo Cutting Board / Long Rectangle
CC5163 - case / 4
22.75 in. x 1 in. x 8 in.
Packaging - hang tag 
 

Silicone Head  Basting Bottle
CC5048 - case / 6
13.75 fl. oz. capacity 
Brush bristles heat resistant up to 550°F (288°C)
Packaging - pegging card 
 

Sauce Mop
CC5019 - case /  12 
17 in.
Rosewood handle & cotton mop head
Packaging - hang tag 

Non-Stick Sauce Pot & Silicone Basting  
Brush Set
CC5049 - case / 6 / 2 cup capacity
Silicone bristles  heat resistant up to 550°F (288°C)
Only silicone brush is dishwasher safe 
Packaging - sleeve, hang tag 

Bamboo Cutting Board / Wide Rectangle
CC5164 - case / 4
13 in. x 1 in. x 12.75 in.
Packaging - hang tag 
 

NEW NEW NEW
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Marinade Bottle
CC5150 - case / 12 
10 fl. oz. capacity
Packaging - sleeve 

Bamboo Carving Board
CC5138 - case / 3
20 in. x 16 in.
Packaging - sleeve 

Grill Station® 
The Grill Station® includes four essential pieces in the 
set to keep raw and cooked food separate while grilling. 
One large tray is clearly marked RAW while the other is 
marked COOKED to eliminate confusion and cross-
contamination. Lid fits both food trays. The tool caddy 
tray hooks to the food tray edge for use, and fits inside 
tray for compact storage. 

Ridges on the inside of the food trays allow for liquids to 
flow freely for even marinating. Tray contents and date 
can be labeled with a dry-erase pen for convenience. 

CC5094 - case / 4 
16.75 in. x 11 in. x 2.5 in.
Packaging - sleeve
 

MARINATE SERVE
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A - Stainless Steel Taco Rack — CC1992 
Build and warm your tacos on the grill with this handy 
taco rack. Excellent way to melt the cheese and then add 
cold toppings before eating. Open mesh-like design allows 
perfect exposure for even heating but prevents bits from 
falling through. 

B - Stainless Steel Pepper Roasting Basket — CC1993 
Roast hot and sweet peppers in a cinch. Basket keeps 
peppers at a perfect distance from the flame to prevent 
burning. Walls are high enough to keep them in with 
mesh-like bottom to allow for even browning.  

C - Chili Pepper Corer — CC1990 

Make easy work of coring chili peppers. Simply cut off 
stem end of the jalapeños with the serrated edge. Twist 
and scoop out the inside membrane and seeds. Stainless 
steel blade and  rosewood handle.
 
D - Chili Pepper Silicone Skewers — CC1984

Serve skewers with Southwestern style! These cute silicone 
peppers top double-pronged skewers that securely hold 
ingredients while preventing sliding and spinning.

E - Chili Pepper Rack and Corer Set — CC1991 
This special pepper rack and corer set makes preparing 
and grilling stuffed jalapeños easy. Corer is stainless steel 
with a rosewood handle and a non-stick rack for easy 
cleaning.  

Savor flavors from Madrid to Mexico City! Our Latin 
line features favorites from Spain and Central and South 
America, allowing you to create tacos, paella, stuffed 
peppers, and tortillas right on the grill! Even barbecue 
classics like kabobs and corn on the cob get an extra kick 
with cute pepper-shaped skewers and corn cob holders..
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PEPPERS, TORTILLAS & MORE  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Stainless Steel Paella Pan
CC1986 - case / 4 
Packaging - sleeve

Stainless Steel Taco Rack
CC1992 - case / 4
Holds 4 tacos 
Packaging - sleeve

Chili Pepper Silicone Skewers
CC1984 - case / 6
13 in. Set of 4.
Packaging - pegging blister card

Non-Stick Quesadilla Basket
CC1996 - case / 6
Rosewood handle
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Stainless Steel Pepper Roasting Basket
CC1993 - case / 4
Folding handle
Packaging - card 
 

Tortilla Warmer
CC1994 - case / 6
Durable plastic
Microwavable
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Non-Stick Chili Pepper Rack &  
Corer Set 
CC1991 - case / 6
Patent # D610,884 
Holds 18 chilis 
Packaging -  pegging box

Chili Pepper Corer
CC1990 - case / 12 
Patent # D610,884
Packaging - pegging card 
 

CHECK OUT  
OUR LATIN

PACKAGING!

NEW
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NEW

Cast Iron Comal Pan
CC1997 - case / 4
9 in. diameter
Packaging - hang tag 
 

Chili Pepper Corn Holders
CC1985 - case / 4
4 pairs
Packaging - pegging clear box 
 

Avocado Scoop & Masher
CC1989 - case / 12
Rosewood handle, 11 in. 
Packaging - pegging card 

Tortilla Press 
Mix dough from your own favorite recipe. Place a ball of dough in the 
center of the press, close the top, and apply pressure to the lever to 
flatten. Waxed paper may help with sticking. Remove pressed tortilla 
and cook. Cast aluminum.

CC1998 - case / 4 
Packaging - sleeve 
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A - Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Rib Rack — CC3809 
Save space when smoking slabs of ribs! This rib rack 
stands your ribs on end so that smoke and heat can reach 
all of your food without monopolizing grill space. 

B - Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Grilling Grid — CC3800 
Grill and smoke food items without losing them through 
the grill grate. Thermal shock resistant ceramic with black 
matte glaze. 16.5 in. x 10 in. 

C - Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Bean Pot — CC3805 

Simmer sauces or beans in this high heat ceramic pot.  
2 cup capacity, with room to stir. Thermal shock resistant 
ceramic with black matte glaze. Lid included.
 
D - Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Wok — CC3803

Grill and smoke a summer stir fry with this ceramic wok. 
Thermal shock resistant ceramic with black matte glaze. 
9.75 in. x 7.75 in.

E - Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Round Grill Pan — CC3810 
Sear meats and veggies with fewer flare-ups! This grill 
pan’s raised ridges separate food from grease while 
keeping it contained, all while creating those highly 
desired sear marks! 14.5 in. x 12.25 in.  

The Flame-Friendly® line of grillware represents a new 
evolution in using ceramics on the grill: these pieces shed 
the weight of heavy cast iron while still standing up to the 
heat of direct flame! The grillware absorbs high heat and 
evenly distributes it so food is perfectly cooked every time, 
plus it’s thermal shock-resistant up to 700°F (371°C). Its 
attractive non-stick glazed finish ensures an easy cleanup 
while still looking good through many cookouts!
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CERAMIC GRILLWARE  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Baker Set
CC3802 - case / 4
Set of 2
4.75 in. x 4.75 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve  
 

Flame-Friendly® Grilling Pan
CC3804 - case / 4
13 in. x 8.5 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve  

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Wok
CC3803 - case / 4
9.75 in. x 7.75 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve  
 

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Smoker Box
CC3806 - case / 4
6 in. x 4.5 in. x  1.25 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - window box 
 

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Chicken Roaster 
CC3807 - case / 4
7.5 in. x 9.25 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - box 
 
 

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Griddle
CC3801 - case / 3
10.5 in. x 10.5 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve  
 

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Grilling Grid
CC3800 - case / 2
16.5 in. x 10 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve  
 

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Bean Pot with Lid 
CC3805 - case / 4
2 cup capacity
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - hang tag 
 

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Seafood Rack
CC3808 - case / 3
13.5 in. x 8.75 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve  
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NEW

NEW NEW

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Round Grill Pan
CC3810 - case / 3
14.5 in. x 12.25 in. x 1 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve   
 

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Rib Rack
CC3809 - case / 4
9.06 in. x 5.71 in. x 3.94in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - window box   
 

Flame-Friendly® Bacon Bowl Rack
CC3811 - case / 4
10.75 in. x 8.75 in. x 2.25 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - box   
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A - Stainless Steel Drumstick & Wing Grilling Rack – 
Folding — CC3125

Grilling chicken wings and drumsticks is a healthier 
alternative to deep-frying. Thread your legs and wings 
into this stainless steel rack for quick cooking; the rack 
folds for easy storage when you’re done. Grill up to 8 large 
chicken drumsticks or wings or use it in the oven.

B - Non-Stick Pepper Rack & Corer Set – CC3106

The special pepper rack and corer set makes preparing 
stuffed jalapeños easy! Cut off the stem end of the pepper 
with the corer’s serrated edge, remove the seeds by 
twisting and scooping. Place peppers in rack and fill with 
desired ingredients before grilling. 

C - Stainless Steel Bacon Rack — CC3123

Makes grilling bacon outdoors a snap. Grease wells 
collect drippings for flare-up-free cooking and easy clean 
up. Handles make for easy transport. Stainless steel and 
dishwasher safe. 10.75 in. x 4.75 in. x 5.5 in.  

D - Stainless Steel Reversible Rib & Roasting Rack  
— CC3096 

Two racks in one! One side is indispensable for larger cuts 
of meat like roasts or small turkeys. Flip it over and grill six 
full slabs of ribs upright, saving space on the grill for other 
food. Air and smoke circulate around food for more even 
cooking and smokier flavor. Stainless steel or non-stick. 
9.75 in. x 13 in. 

E - Blossoming Onion Rack — CC5149 
Now you can enjoy the famous ‘Bloomin’ Onion’ in the 
comforts of your own backyard! The three-piece set 
includes an onion corer, slicing guide, and a grilling rack. 
Grill your onion to perfection and enjoy with your favorite 
healthy or indulgent dipping sauce. 3 sauce recipes 
included.

Keep things cooking by using racks specially designed 
for your favorite dishes! Each of these racks optimizes food 
for maximum flavor and efficiency. You’ll cook in less time 
while taking up less space on the grilltop. Whether you’re 
cooking Hasselback potatoes or good ol’ bacon, there’s a 
rack that’s right for you.
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GRILL RACKS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Stainless Steel Bacon Rack
CC3123 - case / 4
Patent # D707,076
10.75 in. x 4.75 in. x 5.5 in.
Packaging - sleeve

Stainless Steel Beer Can Rack Beer not included

CC3005 - case / 12
Patent # D535,855
Packaging - pegging card 
 

Stainless Steel Turkey Infusion Roaster 
CC3124 - case / 4
20 in. x 8.5 in. 
Packaging - box

Non-Stick Combination Vertical Roasting Rack 
& Wok
CC3503 - Case / 6 
Patent Pending / 12 in. diameter
Packaging - box

Stainless Steel Drumstick & Wing Grilling  
Rack - Folding 
CC3125 - case / 6
Patent # D722,250
Packaging - pegging box

Non-Stick Space Saver™ Rib Rack
CC3011 - case / 6
Holds five slabs of ribs
7.5 in. x 11 in. x 6.75 in. assembled 
Packaging - pegging box 

Roasting Rack with Juice Reservoir
CC3093 - case / 4
17 in. x 10.25 in. x 5.5 in.
Packaging - sleeve 

Reversible Rib and Roasting Rack  
CC3096 - case / 6 (Stainless Steel)
CC3001 - case / 6 (Non-Stick)
9.75 in. x 13 in.
Packaging - sleeve

 
  

REVERSIBLE
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NEW

Stainless Steel Pepper Rack
CC3100 - case / 6 
Holds 36 chilis
Packaging - pegging sleeve 

Non-Stick Pepper Rack & Corer Set
CC3106 - case / 6
Patent # D610,884 
Holds 18 chilis
Packaging - pegging box 

Stainless Steel Potato People
CC5118 - case / 6 
4  sets
Packaging - pegging box 

Non-Stick Potato Rack
CC3004 - case / 6 
15.5 in. 3.5 in.
Packaging - pegging sleeve

Hasselback Potato Slicing Rack — CC2031 
Hasselback potatoes are like baked potatoes but better: their unique shape allows them to cook 
faster, and you can still load ‘em up with your favorite toppings. This Hasselback Potato Slicing 
Rack guides you through making the precise cuts needed for a perfect potato.
Case / 6
5.5 in. x 3.75 in. x 4  in.
2 piece set includes wooden cutting base and stainless slicing guide
Packaging - pegging box

Blossoming Onion Rack
CC5149 - case / 6 
The 3 piece set includes an onion corer,  
slicing guide, and a grilling rack.
Packaging - box
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A - Crab Cake Grilling Basket & Press — CC3138 
Crab cakes don’t have to be drowned in oil and fried – 
try cooking them on the grill for a lighter version of this 
delicious seafood dish! Press creates perfectly-sized 
patties while basket holds them together as they cook.

B - Stainless Steel Mesh Roasting Pan — CC3091 
Stainless steel mesh offers another way to get flavor from 
the grill without losing food through the grate. Roasting 
pan is all stainless steel, with two large side handles. Pan 
is constructed to hold lots of food.

C - Non-Stick Flip N’ Easy® Rectangular Basket 
— CC3050 

Ideal for gas grills, this large-capacity basket holds an 
entire meal. Two 9.5 in. rosewood handles remove from 
basket to allow the grill lid to close. Non-stick. 
14.5 in. x 11.5 in. basket.
 
D - Non-Stick Single Kabob Baskets — CC3087

Kabob baskets are the answer for kabob-style cooking 
without skewers. Simply fill the basket with cut-up food 
and grill. Rosewood handles. Non-stick. 1.75 in. x 19.25 in. 
Set / 4.
 
E - Non-Stick Triple fish Basket — CC3016 
Heavy gauge fish basket holds three whole fish and 
prevents fish from sticking to the grill. Rosewood handle. 
Non-stick. 11 in. x 24.5 in.. 

Baskets aren’t just for picnics – they’re for the grill, too! 
By keeping together delicate foods or preventing small 
pieces from falling through the grate, these grill baskets 
are an essential part of any grilling collection. Their open 
mesh construction allows heat and smoke to cook your 
food without losing a single bite!
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GRILL BASKETS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Non-Stick Shaker Basket
CC3017 - case / 6
Patent # 5,740,724/ 5,970,856 
13.5 in. x 11 in. x 4 in.
Removble rosewood handle
Packaging - sleeve 

Non-Stick Shaker Basket with Lid
CC3003 - case / 6  
Patent # 5,740,724/ 5,970,856
7.5 in. x 20.5 in. 3.75 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Grilled Cheese Basket
CC3132 - case / 6  
11 in. x 15.5 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - sleeve

Non-Stick Rectangle Basket
CC3013 - case / 6  
24 in. x 12.25 in. x 2.25 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Non-Stick Single Kabob Baskets
CC3087 - case / 6
1.75 in. x 19.25 in.
Set of 4
Rosewood handles
Packaging - window sleeve 

Stainless Steel Wire Mesh Basket & Roasting Pan
Case / 4 
Mesh Basket / 18.75 in. x 13.25 in. / rosewood handle ........................................................................CC3105
Mesh Roasting Pan / 17.25 in. 10.75 in.  ................................................................................................CC3091
Packaging - sleeve

Non-Stick Ultimate Grilling Baskets™

Case / 6
Each basket includes a 14 in. long removable rosewood handle  
Ultimate Rectangle Basket / 10.75 in. x 11.25 in.  .................................................................................CC3035
Ultimate Fish Basket / 20 in. x 8.5 in.  .................................................................................................CC3036
Packaging - box
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NEW NEW

Non-Stick Corn Basket 
CC3000 - case / 6
Patent # D506,362/ D521,821
6.75 in. x 19.5 in.
Rosewood handle, holds 4 ears of corn
Packaging - sleeve 

Non-Stick Flexi Basket 
CC1056 - case / 6
10.75 in. x 21.25 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - sleeve 

Non-Stick Fishtail Basket
CC3015 - case / 6
4.75 in. x 22.5 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - card 

Non-Stick Sausage Basket
CC3059 - case / 6
4 in. x 20 in.
Rosewood handle, holds 6 sausages
Packaging - sleeve 

Non-Stick Triple Fish Basket
CC3016 - case / 6
11 in. x 24.5 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - sleeve 

Non-Stick Flip N’ Easy® Basket
CC3050 - case / 4
Patent # 7,717,029
14.5 in. x 11.5 in
Removable rosewood handles
Packaging - box 

Stainless Steel 3-Compartment Basket
CC3129 - case / 4
23.5 in. x 8.5 in. x 2.5 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - sleeve

Crab Cake Grilling Basket and Press
CC3138 - case / 6
Basket - 4 in. 21.5 in.
Press - 3.75 in. x 2.75 in.
Hardwood handle (basket), plastic press
Packaging - sleeve

Non-Stick Rectangle Plank Flexi Basket
CC3136 - case / 6
12.5 in. x .18 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - sleeve
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A - Non-Stick Perforated Grilling Pan — CC3127 
This porcelain-coated steel grill pan resists sticking, and 
perforations allow for heat and smoke to reach your food 
while liquids drain out. A long (13 in.) handle keeps you 
away from the heat so that your cookout is an even more 
pleasant experience.

B - Porcelain-Coated Grid —  CC3079 
Sliced or long, skinny vegetables can easily fall through the 
grates on the grill. Our non-stick, porcelain-coated grid helps 
you safely cook small pieces on your grill top. The grid’s 
perforations let heat and smoke reach your food, while 
allowing juices to flow out. Available in 3 sizes.

C - Stainless Steel Pro Griddle — CC3509 

Heavy-duty professional-style griddle has large easy-grip 
handles for gloved hands. The reservoir on the front edge 
reduces flare ups by catching grease, while the rear edge 
provides a stop for spatulas and makes turning food easy. 
20.5 in. x 8.75 in.

D - Porcelain-Coated Grill Plate — CC3128

This porcelain-coated steel plate is perfect for building 
and cooking your favorite grilled dishes as well as serving 
them. Create favorites such as nachos right on the grill! 
Crisp your chips, melt cheese, and warm up toppings for 
delicious nachos as a snack or appetizer! This plate can 
also sizzle any protein you don’t want to come into direct 
contact with the grill, making it a versatile tool for your 
grilling arsenal.

Don’t limit yourself to just burgers and steaks! With 
grill grids, griddles, and woks, you open up the possibility 
of countless dishes cooked on the grill. These tools provide 
the cooking surface that some smaller or more delicate 
pieces of food require – without giving up that great 
flame-licked flavor!
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NEW

WOKS, GRIDDLES & GRIDS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Stainless Steel & Non-Stick Square Grill Woks 
Case / 6
Patent # D624,787
Small woks hold 8 to 10 cups
Large woks hold 12 to 14 cups
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Porcelain-Coated Grill Pan 
CC 3128 – Case / 4
15.75 in. x 13.5 in. x 1 in.
Packaging - sleeve

 
 

Stainless Steel 
Small / case 6 / 9.25 in.   .............................. CC3513
Large / case 6 /  12.25 in. .............................CC3514

Non-Stick 
Small / case 6 /9.25 in.   ........................................ CC3113
Large / case 6 / 12.25 in.  ...................................... CC3114 

Stainless Steel Pro Griddles
Case / 2
Rectangular Pro Griddle / 18 in. x 12.5 in.  ...........................................................................................CC3500
Half Circle Pro Griddle / 21.25 in. x 10.5 in.  ..........................................................................................CC3509
Packaging - box

Stainless Steel & Porcelain-Coated Grids 
Grids in 3 sizes - Open stock or set of 2 
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Stainless Steel Grids
Small / case 6 / 11 in. x 7.5 in.   ........................ CC3101
Medium / case 6 / 14.5 in. x 10 in.  .................. CC3102 
Large / case 6 / 17.5 in. x 12 in.  ....................... CC3103
Set of 2 / case 4 / small & medium  ............... CC7081 

Porcelain-Coated Grids
Small / case 6 / 11 in. x 7.5 in.   ........................ CC3078 
Medium / case 6 / 14.5 in. x 10 in.  .................. CC3079 
Large / case 6 /  17.5 in. x 12 in.  ...................... CC3080
Set of 2 / case 4/ small & medium  ................ CC3110 
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OPEN - 16 in. x 12 in. CLOSED - 10.25 in. x 12 in.

NEW

Non-Stick Round Grill Wok with  
Folding Handle 
CC3009 - case / 6  
11 in. diameter, 2.75 in. deep
Packaging - card 
 

Non-Stick Pizza Grill Pan
CC3060 - case / 6  
12.75 in. diameter
Removable rosewood handle
Packaging - card 
 

Non-Stick Herb Grid 
CC3074 - case / 6
16 in. x 12. in.
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Crepe Kit
Enjoy delicate, delicious crepes right from the grill! This complete crepe-making kit 
gives you the tools you’ll need to cook up crepes of just the right size, thickness and 
doneness. Simply pour your batter onto your preheated crepe steel, use the spreader 
to get the batter to your desired size and shape, then give it a flip to crisp up the other 
side. Serve your crepes with your favorite fillings and toppings. Whether sweet or 
savory, crepes are perfect for any meal.

CC3133 - case / 4
Steel: 14 in. diameter
Turner: 1.75 in. 10.5 in.
Spreader: 4.75 in. x 6.25.
Packaging - box 

Non-Stick Space Saver™ Grid
CC3010 - case / 6
Adjust from 88 sq. in. to 154 sq. in. 
Packaging - box

Non-Stick Perforated Grilling Pan
CC3127 - case / 6
Pan diameter: 10.5 in. 
Handle: 13 in. x 1 in. 
Packaging - box 
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It’s a fact: food tastes better on a stick. Our perspective 
might be skewed, but it’s true! Small cuts of meats and 
veggies come together in customized kabobs that are 
perfect for parties. Whether you’re serving kabobs, kofta, 
or other skewered dishes, our wide selection of skewers 
includes different shapes and sizes bound to suit your 
needs. And we didn’t forget dessert! Campfire classics like 
s’mores can be created right on your grill for a sweet treat.

 A - Skewer Express™ Easy Kabob Loader — CC2030 
Make six kabobs in seconds! This kabob loader makes it 
faster, easier, and less messy to put together delicious 
kabobs for the grill. The kabob loader base features 
six channels to hold ingredients for your meal in place, 
then guide you so you can skewer through the center 
all at once. Loader also makes it convenient to sprinkle 
on spices or dizzle on marinade, catching any excess. 
Includes 6 stainless steel skewers.

B - Non-Stick Kabob Rack with 6 Skewers — CC3032 
Reusable metal kabob skewers sit on a rack above the 
grill, reducing sticking and scorching. Non-stick. Set of six 
13 in. skewers with rack. 
 
C - Stainless Steel Flat Skewers —  CC5147 
Grill up delicious meat and veggie kabobs with these 
sleek stainless steel skewers! These skewers have a wider, 
flat design that helps to accommodate larger cuts of 
meats and vegetables while helping to prevent food from 
spinning on skewers. Built-in looped handles make for 
easy handling. 12.5 in. x .5 in. Set of 6.

D - Stainless Steel Skewer Station® —  CC3116 
Skewer Station®, a dramatic presentation for grilled 
skewers of a single ingredient, allows guests to 
personalize entrées. To serve, simply push meat or 
vegetable from skewers with the enclosed stainless steel 
fork onto a plate held underneath. The grooved wooden 
tray prevents juices from spilling onto the table. Set 
includes six 11.5 in. skewers, one fork, stand, and base. 
Overall assembled height is 15.25 in.

E - Stainless Steel Veggie Raft Skewers — CC5135

Create fun and functional vegetable rafts on the grill with 
this ingenious tool. Skewers work well with long veggies (like 
asparagus, zucchini slices, green onions) or round (cherry 
tomatoes, mushrooms) veggies. 

F - Stainless Steel Grill Clips — CC5134 
Easily grill individual portions of vegetables. Clips are ideal 
for asparagus, zucchini slices, green onions or any other 
long vegetables. 6.25 in. Set / 4.
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Stainless Steel Double Prong  
Coastal Skewers 
CC5093 - case / 6 
14 in. Set of 4
Packaging - pegging card 

KABOBS & S’MORES  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Stainless Steel Extra-Long Flexible Skewers 
CC5104 - case / 6  
Patent # D693,654 
30 in. Set of 4
Packaging - pegging card 

Non-Stick Kabob Rack with 6 Skewers 
CC3032 - case / 6
13 in.  Set of 6
Packaging - box 
 

Stainless Steel Flat Skewers 
CC5147 - case / 6 
13 in.  Set of 6
Packaging - pegging window box 

Stainless Steel Veggie Raft Skewers 
CC5135 - case / 12 
3 in. x 8 in. Set of 4
Packaging - pegging card 

Stainless Steel Skewer Station® 
CC3116 - case / 4 
11.5 in. skewers.  Set of 6 (1 fork, stand and base)
Only skewers are dishwasher safe 
Packaging - box 

Stainless Steel Grill Clips 
CC5134 - case / 6 
Patent # D682,080 
6.25 in. Set of 4
Packaging - pegging card 

Non-Stick Circle Kabob Skewers 
CC5000 - case / 12 
7 in. diameter. Set of 4
Packaging - pegging box 
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NEW

Stainless Steel Kabob Skewers 
CC5124 - case / 12
11.75 in.  Set of 6
Packaging - pegging header card/bag 

Cast Iron Twig Skewers
CC5016 - case / 6 
12.75 in.  Set of 4
Packaging - pegging window box 

Non-Stick Kabob Skewers 
CC5042 - case / 12 
13.25 in.  Set of 6
Packaging - pegging header card, bag

Skewer Express™ - Easy Kabob Loader
This kabob loader makes it faster, easier, and less messy to put together 
delicious kabobs for the grill. Simply place your pieces of meat or veggies 
into the channels, close the kabob loader lid, and slide each stainless 
steel skewer through the guide holes. Your skewers will be filled and ready 
to hit the grill! The loader also makes it convenient to sprinkle on spices 
or dizzle on marinade, catching any excess. Finally, uncooked kabobs 
may be stored in the loader in the refridgerator, and carried out 
to the grill.

CC2030 - case / 6
Station: 8.5 in. x  12 in. x  1.75 in.
Skewers: 11.75 in.
Packaging - pegging box 
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Glow-in-the-Dark Telescoping Fork 
CC1086 - case / 6 
32 in. (Closed 22 in.) Set of 2
Packaging - pegging header card / bag 

Glow-in-the-Dark Telescoping Skewer 
CC1090 - case / 6 
27.55 in. (Closed 17.5 in.) Set of 2
Packaging - pegging card 
 

Non-Stick Marshmallow Skewers 
CC5066 - case / 12 
23.5 in.
Set of 4
Packaging - pegging card 
 

Non-Stick Marshmallow Twig Skewer 
CC5130 - case / 6 
26.5 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - hang tag 
 

KABOBS & S’MORES  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S
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Stainless Steel S’mores Grilling Set 
The authentic campfire taste of America’s 
quintessential dessert can easily be made at home, 
cooked with the convenience of a gas or charcoal 
grill. Our rack is foldable for easy storage! Set 
includes 1 folding rack and 4 double skewers.
 
CC3131 - case / 6 
Patent # D658,441
1 folding rack, 11.25 in. x 11.5 in. x 4.25 in.
4 double skewers, 12 in. x .75 in. 
Packaging - pegging box
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A - Cast Iron Brie Baker — CC5139 
Whether you just want to melt some brie for a simple dip, 
or bake up a brie-based concoction, this Cast Iron Brie 
Baker will cook your wheel of cheese to gooey perfection. 
Place your cheese and toppings inside the baker and cook 
in your oven or on your grill. Perfect for parties!

B - Cast Iron Grill Marks Press — CC5159 
Using a grill press during the high heat of grilling locks 
moisture into meat, making food succulent. Our cross-
hatched grill press is heat-conducting, heavy cast iron 
designed to give you beautiful grill marks with ease. 
The cast iron handle provides a sure grip and plenty of 
leverage for laying on the most impressive crisscrossing 
lines!

C - Locking Tongs with Soft-Grip Handle — CC1077 

The textured tong edges will grip the food easily and 
firmly. Locking hinge feature keeps your tongs shut tight to 
save space. Soft-grip handle, stainless steel. 13.75 in. 

D - Cast Iron Grill Presses — CC5023, CC5024

Cast iron grill presses have raised ridge pattern on the 
bottom. Great for getting good contact with the grill for 
impressive grill marks. Pre-seasoned.

E - Stainless Steel Meat Claws — CC1130 
These heavy-duty stainless steel meat claws are designed 
for handling larger pieces of meat such as roasts, turkey, 
chicken, and ham. Use the claws to shred a smoked pork 
butt into pulled pork in a matter of minutes. Stainless 
steel. Sold as a pair.

When you think of barbecue tools, classics like 
tongs, forks, and spatulas are the ones that spring to 
mind. They’re as essential to a cookout as the food itself! 
Available as individual pieces or in perfectly giftable sets, 
our barbecue tools make it a pleasure to flip a burger or 
turn a steak! Our cast iron accessories also add to your 
grilling experience, bringing their heft and high-heat 
capabilities to cook your food to perfection. 
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BBQ TOOLS & BAKERS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Stainless Steel Vineyard 3-Piece Set
CC1104 - case / 4
Range from 17.5 in. to 18.75 in.
Set of 3 (spatula, Big Head® Safe-Scrub™ grill 
brush, tongs); rosewood handles
Packaging - pegging window box 

Stainless Steel Perfect Grip™  3-Piece Set
CC1080 - mixed case / 6  (3 colors               )
Range from 13.75 in. x 17.25 in.
Set of 3 (3-in-1 spatula, fork, tongs)
Packaging - sleeve

Stainless Steel Oval Pro Chef™  Tools
CC1001 - case / 6  
Range from 15.25 in. to 18.75 in.
Oak handles
Set of 3 (spatula, fork, tongs)
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Stainless Steel Oval Pro Chef™  Espresso Tools
CC1000 - case / 6  
Range from 15.25 in. to 18.75 in.
Espresso-stained oak handles, silicone brush head
Set of 3 (spatula, basting brush, tongs)
Packaging - sleeve 

Stainless Steel Perfect Chef™ Red Handle 
3- Piece Set  
CC1057 - case / 6
Range from 12. in. to 17 in.
Set of 3 (3-in-1 spatula, fork, tongs)
Packaging - sleeve 

Stainless Steel Chef™ Tools 
Case / 6 - Range from 17.5 in. to 18.5 in.
Spatula  ...............................................................CC1070 
Big Head® Grill Brush w/Safe-Scrub™ Bristles .CC1076
Locking Tongs  ....................................................CC1072 
Packaging - hang tag

Stainless Steel Soft Grip Tools 
Case / 6 - Range from 18 in. to 18.75 in.
Spatula .................................................................. CC1073
Locking Tongs  ...................................................... CC1075 
Packaging - hang tag

Stainless Steel Golf Club Set
CC1010 - case / 4
Range from 18 in. to 21.25 in.
Set of 3 (spatula, fork, tongs)
Packaging - window box 

Stainless Steel Football Set
CC1043 - case / 4
Range from 16 in. to 18.5 in.
Set of 3 (spatula, grill brush, tongs)
Packaging - pegging window box 
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Stainless Steel Orchard Steak Knife Set
CC1115 - case / 6 
Overall length 8.75 in.
Rosewood handles
Set of 4
Packaging - pegging window box 

Stainless Steel Perfect Chef™ Black Handle 
4- Piece Tool Set 
Stainless steel tools with black plastic handles have value built in. 
3-in-1 spatula features bottle opener, serrated edge, and spatula.  
 
CC1005 - case / 6
Range from 12.5 in. to 17.25 in.
Set of 4 (3-in-1 spatula, fork, tongs, grill brush)
Packaging -  window box 

Stainless Steel Explorer Folding Tools 
Case / 6
Rosewood handles
Packaging - hang tag

Explorer Folding Fork / open 17.5 in., closed 12.25 in.  ................................................................................. CC1101
Explorer Folding Spatula / open 18 in., closed 12.5 in.  ............................................................................... CC1102
Explorer Folding Tongs / open 17.5 in., closed 11 in.  ................................................................................... CC1103

Stainless Meat Claws 
Case / 6 - Patent # D663,171
Pair
Red Meat Claws ...............................................CC1130
Green and Blue Meat Claws ...........................CC1131
Packaging - pegging blister card 
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NEW

Cast Iron Garlic Roaster &  
Silicone Squeezer 
CC5127- case / 6  
Patent # D659,461
Only silicone squeezer dishwasher safe
Packaging - box 

Stainless Steel Avant Spatula
CC1117 - case / 6  
18.25 in.
Packaging - hang tag 
 

Stainless Steel Avant Locking Tongs
CC1118 - case / 6  
19.5 in.
Packaging - hang tag 
 

Stainless Steel Avant Big Head® Safe-Scrub™ 
Grill Brush
CC1122 - case / 6  
18.25 in. 
With Safe-Scrub™ bristles
Packaging - hang tag 

Cast Iron Grill Press
Case / 6
Round / 7 in. diameter, 2.75 lb .............................................................................................................CC5023
Rectangle / 8.75 in. x 4.5 in., 3 lb  ........................................................................................................CC5024
Packaging - sleeve

Cast Iron Brie Baker
CC5139 - case / 6
6.75 in. x 5.75 in. x 2.5 in.
Packaging - window box 

Stainless Steel Chili Pepper Corer
CC3092 - case / 12
Patent # D610,884
Packaging - pegging card 

BBQ TOOLS & BAKERS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Cast Iron Grill Marks Press
CC5159 - case / 6
9 in. x 6 in.
2.75 lb
Packaging - card
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Flipping Funny™ Talking Spatula
CC1088 - case / 6
14.2 in.
9 hilarious phrases
Includes 2 AAA batteries
Packaging - pegging blister card 

Stainless Steel All-Purpose All-in One Tool
CC1018 - case / 6
17.5 in., Rosewood handle
Bottle opener, meat tenderizer, spatula, serrated 
edge knife and tongs.
Packaging - hang tag 

Stainless Steel Angler Fish Spatula
CC1108 - case / 6
Unique soft-grip handle with bottle opener
Packaging - hang tag 

Stainless Steel Locking Tongs
CC1039 - case / 12
17.5 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - hang tag 

Stainless Steel Locking Tongs  
with Soft-Grip Handle
CC1077 - case / 12
13.75 in.
Packaging - hang tag 

Stainless Steel Meat Hook
CC1036 - case / 6
18.75 in.
Rosewood handle
Packaging - hang tag, clampack

Stainless Steel Big Head® Barbecue Tools
Case / 6
Range from 19.25 in. x 20.5 in. 
Rosewood handles
Packaging - sleeve , hanging window box for CC4124

Spatula / 20.5 in.  .......................................................................................................................................... CC1032 
Fish Spatula / 19.25 in.  ................................................................................................................................. CC1033
Big Head® Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brush / 20.25 in.  ........................................................................................... CC4123
Replacement head Safe-Scrub™ for CC4123 / fits all Big Head® Grill Brushes ......................................... CC4124
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A - Stainless & Soft Grip Marinade Injector  — CC5160

Infuse your meat with flavor and moisture in less time than 
it takes to marinate it! This marinade injector includes two 
tips for different kinds of marinade: a single-hole needle 
tip for thicker marinades, sauces, or pastes, and a multi-
pinhole tip for thinner marinades, brines, beers, or wines. 
When not in use, clip your needle tips to the injector’s cap 
for easy storage.

B - Stainless Steel Deep Fry Thermometers 
Keep oil temperatures steady for perfectly fried foods! 
Thermometer features an easy to read temperature dial 
and convenient side clip that fastens to any fryer pot. 
Short ..................................................................... CC5109 
Long ...................................................................... CC5110

C - Stainless Steel Deep Fry Skimmers 
Use skimmers to remove smaller foods from the fryer,  
or cooking debris from the oil’s surface. Stainless steel.
Small Skimmer ..................................................... CC5107 
Large Skimmer ..................................................... CC5108

D - Stainless Steel Marinade Injector — CC5112

Made of all stainless steel, this marinade injector is  
serious business! Injector features two handles to help 
keep a steady grip while pushing marinade into poultry 
or other meats. Needle design resists clogging.

E - Plastic Marinade Injector with Large Handle  
— CC5034

Large handle makes it easy to plunge basting liquids 
through the clear vial. Stainless steel needle design  
resists clogging.

 

Flavor your food inside and out! Light and crispy 
outsides with tender, juicy insides can be created with the 
right tools. With these injectors you can add your choice of 
marinade, brine, or other liquid right where it needs to be: 
on the inside of your meat. Adding liquid prevents proteins 
from drying out, and is as easy as a squeeze! Our frying 
accessories also make quick work out of prepping and 
frying your favorites, helping to contain mess so you can 
enjoy your freshly-fried foods faster!
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NEW

DEEP FRY  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Stainless Steel Deep Fry Skimmers
Case / 6  
Packaging - hang tag 
 

Plastic Marinade Injector
CC5111 - case / 12
Packaging - pegging clam pack 

Stainless Steel Marinade Injector
CC5112 - case / 6
Packaging - pegging clam pack 

Stainless & Soft Grip Marinade Injector
CC5160 - case / 6
Packaging - pegging clam pack 

Plastic Marinade Injector with  
Large Handle
CC5034 - case / 12
Packaging - pegging blister card 

Paper Oil Funnel Filter
CC5105 - case / 24
Packaging - bag, header card 

Black Plastic Oil Funnel with Metal Filter
CC5106 - case / 6
Packaging - hang tag 

Stainless Steel Deep Fry Thermometers 
Case / 12
Short / 8.5 in. .........................................CC5109 
Long / 12.25 in. .......................................CC5110
Packaging - pegging clam pack

Small Skimmer / 18.5 in.  ...................................CC5107
Large Skimmer / 23.25 in.   ...............................CC5108
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Breading Station™

Bread multiple items at once for baking or deep 
frying. Reduce mess by keeping breadcrumbs 
contained. Ensures even coating by keeping food 
items separate from the breadcrumbs, eliminating 
clumps. Tray can also be used for marinating. 
Includes two clear plastic trays, one red plastic 
perforated sifter. 16 in. x 8 in. x 4.5 in. overall 
dimensions.

CC5145 - case / 4
Packaging - window box 

Bread chicken for frying in 4 easy steps:

1. Place dry breadcrumb mixture in one tray.

3. Close lid and gently flip back and forth for 
breading mixture to coat chicken.

2. Place egg-washed chicken on sifter.

4. Breaded and ready to be fried.

E - Squeeze-N-Flavor — CC5148

This marinade injector is easier to use than 
traditional, syringe-style injectors. With one hand, 
you can fill your Squeeze-N-Flavor™ and inject your 
meat with your choice of marinade or liquid. Rubber 
bulb holds 2.5 oz of marinade. 

CC5148 - case / 6
Packaging - pegging blister card
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A - Talking Temp Digital Thermometer™— CC4101 
You set the protein and this ingenious thermometer tells 
you what temperature it is. Also has a large-digit, back-lit 
LCD display. Uses two replaceable AAA batteries (not 
included).

B - Dual Temp™ Digital Thermometer — CC4076 
This ingenious thermometer does it all! The Dual-
Temp™ Thermometer measures food and oven or grill 
temperature at the same time. Unit also features an alarm 
to indicate when temperature and correct set time have 
been reached, as well as a large-digit, back-lit LCD display 
and easy-to-clean touch control pad. Folds flat for storage 
or oven use. Uses two replaceable AAA batteries (not 
included).

C - Reusable Silicone Steak Button® — CC4088 

Button thermometers are a fool-proof way to cook beef, 
pork, and poultry to a safe temperature. Steak Button® 
registers when rare, medium, and well done. Poultry 
Button® registers to when done, and Pork Button® registers 
when medium-well.

D - Grill And Oven Thermometer — CC4079 

A constant, accurate temperature is the key to successful 
grilling, baking, and roasting. This oven and grill 
thermometer rests on top of the grill grate or oven rack 
to measure the ambient temperature of the cooking 
environment. Thermometer can also hang from the edge 
of an oven rack as a space-saving option.

E - Flip-Tip™ Digital Thermometer — CC4075, CC4089 
The Flip-Tip™ Digital Thermometer features an adjustable 
silicone depth gauge, allowing consistent placement 
of the thermometer probe for more accurate readings 
throughout the cooking process. The folding probe locks 
into multiple angles for easier monitoring and closes 
flat for convenient storage. Monitors temperatures from 
-58°F to 572°F (-50°C to 300°C). Reads temperature in 
six seconds. Uses two replaceable AAA batteries (not 
included).

F - Spud Buttons™— CC4087 
Handy tool that takes the guesswork out of knowing 
when baked potatoes are ready to eat. The stainless steel 
thermometer probe also helps it cook faster. Reusable.

A good griller keeps a watchful eye on his or her 
grill – and most importantly, on the temperature! Our 
thermometers can monitor ambient or internal temps, 
with either analog or digital displays. Accurate readings 
are essential when cooking meats, both for flavor and 
safety reasons, so leave out the guesswork!
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ANALOG & DIGITAL  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Grill & Oven Thermometer
CC4079 - case / 6
Packaging - pegging clam pack 

Stainless Steel Spud Buttons™

CC4087 - case / 6
Set of 2
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

Stainless Steel Fork Thermometer
CC4072 - case / 6
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

Talking Temp Digital Thermometer™  

CC4101 - case / 4  
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

Dual-Temp™ Digital Thermometer
CC4076 - case / 4  
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

Steak Station® Digital Thermometer
CC4073 - case / 4  
Uses 1 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Monitors 4 steaks from 115°F to 170°F
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

Flip-Tip™ Deluxe Digital Thermometer
CC4082 - case / 4
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Monitors temperatures from -58°F to 572°F
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

Infrared Thermometer
CC4083 - case / 4
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Monitors temperatures from 32°F to 800°F
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

Flip-Tip™ Digital Thermometer
CC4075, CC4089 (3 colors               ) - case / 6
Uses 1 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Monitors temperatures from -58°F to 572°F
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

CC4075

CC4082
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NEW NEW

Instant Read Thermometer
CC4077 – case / 12
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

Pocket Digital Thermometer
CC4109 – case / 6
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

Digital Meat Thermometer
CC4100 – case / 6
Packaging - pegging slide blister 

Reusable Steak Button® Thermometer
Button thermometers are a fool-proof way to cook beef, pork, and 
poultry to a safe temperature. Steak Button® registers when rare, 
medium, and well done. Poultry Button® registers to when done, 
and Pork Button® registers when medium-well.

Steak Buttons
Single / case 12  ............................................... CC4035
Set of 4 / case 6............................................... CC9025
24 piece counter display / case 1 ................... CC4036
Set of 4 with silicone ring / case 6 ................. CC4088

CC4033

CC9025CC4034

CC4035

Poultry Buttons
Single / case 12 ................................................ CC4033
24 piece counter display / case 1 ................... CC4034
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A - Dual Handle Safe-Scrub™ MEGA MONSTER  
Grill Brush™ — CC4128

This monster of a grill brush attacks dirty grill grates with 
gusto! Our Dual Handle Safe-Scrub™ MEGA MONSTER 
Brush™ is a powerful tool for cleaning grill grates quickly 
and easily. Its oversized head tackles wider swaths of the 
grill grates than typical grill brushes. The long length and 
two handles give you leverage to put some power behind 
your scrubbing and scraping.

B - Spiral Wire Grill Brush with Removable Handle  
— CC4121 
Dirty grill grates can contaminate food with unwanted 
flavors and bits of debris. Scrape the gunk away with our 
Spiral Wire Grill brush! A twisted-wire design keeps bristles 
secure while retaining flexibility. Brush also comes with a 
12-inch removable handle so you can clean grates while 
staying farther from the grill. 

C - Safe-Scrape™ – The Non-Bristle Grill  
Cleaning Tool! — CC4120 
Give your grill a custom clean! This wooden scraping 
paddle removes debris from grill grates, while the heat 
and pressure from cleaning slowly shape your paddle 
so that it fits the grate perfectly. The more you use it, the 
better it works!

D - Stainless Steel Grillware Scrubbers — CC4105 
Great for cleaning pots, cast iron pans, grills, ovens, and 
more. The pliable design makes it easy to clean corners 
and hard to reach places. The durable design won’t rust or 
splinter. Set of 2.

E - Dual Handle MONSTER Grill Brush™ with  
Spiral Bristles — CC4090 

A new, patented design for our scrubber’s bristles holds 
them securely in place, while allowing you to clean 
effectively between grates. Stainless steel bristles.

Cleaning is never fun, but at least we can help make 
it fast and easy! Our groundbreaking scrapers and 
brushes make quick work of even the nastiest messes. 
Gunky grates are no match for the custom clean of our 
Safe Scrape™ Non-Bristle Grill Cleaning Tool! We’re also 
changing the game with our durable nylon Safe-Scrub™ 
bristles, a new way to scrub surfaces to a sparkling clean.
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NEW

BRUSHES & CLEANERS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Mesh Scrubber Grill Brush 
Patent # D595, 057 / 19.5 in. overall length
Grill Brush / case 6 ......................................... CC4006 
(Includes 2 brush head refills) Stainless steel bristles 
Scrubber Head Refills / set of 4 / case 12  .... CC4009
Packaging - clampack, pegging window box

Spray & Grill™

CC4104 - case / 6
6 oz.
Spray before and during grilling without any flare-ups
Packaging - can, label

Spiral Wire Grill Brush / Removable Handle 
CC4121 - case / 6
Comes with attachable extended handle to keep 
you away from the heat of the grill.
6.5 in. x 3.5 in. x 4 in. (brush) with 12 in. handle
Packaging - pegging blister

1 2 3

Grate Lifter
If you’ve ever struggled to lift the grate off a hot grill for refueling or smoking, this tool 
is for you. The powerful spring mechanism lets you grab and lift a hot grate with one 
hand, leaving the other free to add fresh charcoal or wood chips. Sturdy enough to lift 
even heavy stainless steel and cast iron grill grates. Soft grip handle.

CC1089 - case / 6
Patent # D604,122
12.5 in.
Packaging - hang tag, sleeve

1. Insert metal cross bar between bars of the 
grate and squeeze handle to compress spring 
and lower cross bar.

2. Rotate one-quarter turn so cross bar is 
perpendicular to the grate.

3. Release handle and lift grate. It’s that easy!

How the grate lifter works:
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NEW

Stainless Steel Grill Scraper
CC4510 - case / 12
Rosewood handle
Allows scraping of both bottom and top grill grate
Packaging - hang tag 

Stainless Steel  Grillware Scrubbers
CC4105 - case / 12
Set of 2
Packaging - pegging window box 

Short Handle Spiral Brush 
CC4095 - case / 12 , mixed case: 6 red, 3 blue, 3 green
Patent # D700,438 & D742,121 
8.5 in.
Stainless steel spiral bristles
Packaging - hang tag

Long Handle Spiral Brush 
CC4096 - case / 12, mixed case: 6 red, 3 blue, 3 green
Patent # D700,438 & D742,121 
15.75 in.
Stainless steel spiral bristles
Packaging - hang tag

Safe Scrape™– The Non-Bristle Grill Cleaning Tool! 
Give your grill a custom clean! This wooden scraping 
paddle removes debris from your grill grates, while the 
heat and pressure from cleaning slowly shape your 
paddle so that it fits your grate perfectly. The more you 
use it, the better it works! 

CC4120 - case / 6
5.5 in. x 17.5 in
Packaging - sleeve
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Dual Handle MONSTER Brush™  

with Spiral Bristles
Patent # D547,553 & D609,015 
19 in., stainless steel spiral bristles
Grill Brush / case 6 .................................... CC4090 
Replacement Head / case 12 .................... CC4091
Packaging - sleeve (CC4090), pegging box (CC4091) 

BRUSHES & CLEANERS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Dual Handle Safe-Scrub™ MONSTER Brush™

Patent # D547,553 & D609,015
Grill Brush / case 6 .................................... CC4126 
Replacement Head / case 12 .................... CC4127
Packaging - sleeve (CC4126), pegging box (CC4127)

Dual Handle Safe-Scrub™ MEGA MONSTER  
Brush™

CC4128 -case/ 6
Patent # D567,511 / D597,740
18.25 in., nylon bristles 
Uses 2 CC4127 Monster Brush replacement heads
Packaging - pegging card
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NEW

Safe-Scrub™ Bristles
To improve your cleaning experience, our Safe-Scrub™ bristles are 
made from durable nylon that’s heat-safe up to 440ºF. These strong 
fibers remove grease and gunk so that your grill is clean and free of 
debris – creating the perfect canvas for your grilling masterpieces! After 
trying a brush with Safe-Scrub bristles, you’ll never want to go back to the 
old-fashioned way.

Avant Big Head® Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brush
Grill Brush / case 6 .................................... CC1122 
Replacement Head / case 6 ..................... CC4124
Packaging - hang tag

Stainless Chef™ Big Head® Safe-Scrub™  
Grill Brush
Grill Brush / case 6 .................................... CC1076 
Replacement Head / case 6 ..................... CC4124
Packaging - hang tag

Big Head®  Rosewood Handle Safe-Scrub™ 
Grill Brush
Grill Brush / case 6 .................................... CC4123 
Replacement Head / case 6 ..................... CC4124
Packaging - sleeve

Triangular Head Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brush
CC4125 - case / 12
21.25 in.
Nylon bristles
Packaging - sleeve

NEW BRISTLES!
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C D

E

B

A - Pit Mitt® Pro BBQ Gloves - Pair — CC5165

If you’re a serious griller or pitmaster, you need to protect 
your most important tools: your hands! The Pit Mitt Pro® 
gloves let you retain dexterity while still protecting you 
from high heat. The gloves are constructed of aramid 
fiber, polyester, and cotton with a soft cotton blend lining 
for comfort. These aramid fibers, also used in aerospace 
and military applications, form a barrier that prevents 
heat from entering the inner layer for ultimate protection. 

B - BBQ Grill Splatter Mat — CC4511 
This black grill mat is the perfect way to protect your deck 
or patio while you’re cooking on the grill! The mat’s flame-
resistant fibers help prevent stains on your deck caused 
by accidental spills from your grill. The PVC backing gives 
the mat a non-slip grip. Your outdoor flooring will be kept 
cleaner and safer when you have this protective mat 
between it and your hot grill!

C - Silicone Glove — CC5154

This silicone glove is perfect for handling both hot tools 
and hot food on the grill. Move grids, baskets, and woks 
with assurance, or shred piping hot pork shoulders and 
take beer can chickens off the can! The glove is light and 
flexible for dexterity, can withstand heat up to 475°F  
(246°C), and can be worn on either the right or left hand. 
The silicone material and raised ridged texture make your 
grip secure. 

D - Magnetic Flexible Mini Grill Light — CC5096 
Magnetic Flexible Mini Grill Light will stand, flex, twist, 
turn, and can be wrapped around grill tools or to a hat 
brim to make life just a little bit brighter. Battery-operated 
portability for greater convenience. A magnetic base 
allows it to stand on metallic surfaces. Small enough to 
slip into a pocket for quick access. Uses four LED bulbs for 
a cool bright light. Uses three replaceable CR2032 (3 volt) 
lithium batteries (included). 

E - Insulated Food Gloves — CC5152

Use insulated food gloves for shredding piping hot pork 
shoulders, taking beer can chickens off the can, and 
removing hot foods from the grill. Our gloves are light and 
flexible for dexterity and well-insulated to shield hands 
from the heat. Sold as a pair.
 

 
.

With the high heat of the grill, it’s important to take 
precautions. Protect your patio – and yourself! – from 
spills and mishaps with our heat-safe gear and grill lights. 
Heat-safe gloves offer a layer of protection while working 
over the grill, our BBQ Grill Splatter Mat prevents damage 
to your deck or patio, and our grill lights improve visibility 
of your grilling surface even at night. Starting charcoal is 
also made simple with our array of electric starters and 
charcoal chimneys.  
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BBQ Grill Splatter Mat
CC4511 - case / 4
48 in. x 30 in.
Packaging - shrink/label 

NEW

NEW

ACCESSORIES  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Insulated Food Gloves
CC5152 - case / 6
Temp safe for food handling to 248°F (120°C)
Pair
Packaging - pegging window box 

Insulated Fabric Mitt
CC5033 - case / 6
17 in.
Flame resistant
Fits right or left hand
Packaging - hang tag 

Silicone Glove
CC5154 - case / 6
13.5 in.
Heat safe up to 475°F (246°C)
Fits right or left hand
Packaging - hang tag 

Magnetic Flexible Mini Grill Light
CC5096 - case / 6
Patent # D621,537
Uses 4 LED bulbs
3 replaceable CR2032 (3 volt) batteries (included)
Packaging - pegging window box 

Silicone Grill Light
CC5121- case / 4
Patent # D621,537
Uses 5 LED bulbs
3 replaceable AA (1.5volt) batteries (included)
Packaging - pegging window box 

Pit Mitt® Pro 
CC5165 - case / 6
Heat safe up to 450°F (232°C)
Pair
Packaging - pegging card

Pit Mitt® 
CC5102 - case / 6
Heat safe up to 475°F (246°C)
Fits right or left hand
Packaging - pegging card
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Fire Up™ Charcoal Starter Wand
The Fire Up™ Charcoal Starter Wand is an environmentally friendly way 
to ignite your charcoal without toxic lighter fluid! The high-heat wand can 
light charcoal briquettes, wood chips, or pellets with ease. Two switches 
take your charcoal from cold to smoldering in a matter of minutes.

CC4110 - case / 2
18 in. with 6.5 ft. cord, ETL listed
Packaging - box 

Electric Charcoal Starter
CC4040 - case / 6
Coals are ready in 10 minutes
ETL listed
Packaging - pegging box 

Gas Valve Gauge
CC4509 - case / 6
Fits 20 lb. propane tanks
Packaging - pegging card 

Charcoal Storage Bag
CC4508 - case / 6
Tear-proof, weatherproof vinyl bag
Holds up to 20 lbs 
18 in. x 32 in.
Packaging - pegging box 

Chimney Charcoal Starters 
Starts charcoal briquettes or wood chunks fast without the 
use of lighter fluid. Food tastes better without noxious fumes.

Black / hardwood handle / case 6 ......................... CC4041
Packaging - box 
Stainless steel / rosewood handle / case 6 ........... CC3026
Packaging - box

Silver / hardwood handle / case 6 ......................... CC4043
Packaging - sleeve
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A - Game Over Handheld Bug Zapper — PBZ-35 
“Game Over” message is printed on the net to warn 
bugs of their impending doom! Uses two replaceable AA 
batteries (not included). 18.75 in. x 7.75 in.

B - The Amazing Handheld Bug Zapper 
Zap away unwelcome guests at your next cookout! 
These fun rackets turn swatting pests into a game you’re 
guaranteed to win! Uses two replaceable AA batteries 
(not included). 18.25 in. x 6.25 in.
Open stock , yellow .............................................. PBZ-7 
Open stock, 6 yellow, 3 blue, 3 green .................. PBZ-7C 
12 piece counter display yellow ........................... PBZ-17
24 piece floor display yellow ............................... PBZ-27

 

Keep the bugs away from your next barbecue without 
resorting to unsafe insect sprays by using the Amazing 
Handheld Bug Zapper! Shaped like a tennis racket, 
the zapper kills insects on contact with a low-voltage 
electric current when they touch the surface of the “net.” 
Sold open stock or with displays, this item is a perfect 
complement to outdoor grilling programs.
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INSECT REPELLERS  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Game Over Handheld Bug Zapper
PBZ-35 - case / 12 
18.75 in. x 7.75 in.
Uses 2 replaceable AA batteries (not included)
Packaging - pegging blister card

Amazing Handheld Bug Zapper
18.25 in. x 6.25 in.
Uses 2 replaceable AA batteries (not included)
Packaging - pegging blister card

Open stock / yellow / case 12 ....................................................................................................................... PBZ-7 
Open stock / red, blue, green / case 12  ...................................................................................................... PBZ-7C
12 piece counter display / yellow / case 1  ................................................................................................... PBZ-17
24 piece floor display / case 1   .................................................................................................................... PBZ-27

CHECK OUT

OUR GAME OVER 

PACKAGING

KILLS MOSQUITOS, 

FLIES, GNATS, &  

OTHER FLYING  

INSECTS ON  

CONTACT!
 

B U G

ZA P P E R S

BUG
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PBZ-7 PBZ-7C

PBZ-17 PBZ-27

KILLS MOSQUITOS, 

FLIES, GNATS, &  

OTHER FLYING  

INSECTS ON  

CONTACT!
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Whether it’s products to prepare the perfect holiday meal, or the coolest grill  
gadgets for holiday gifting, Charcoal Companion® has it all!

The Charcoal Companion® Grill Plank

Recipe Book — CC6070

Hasselback Potato Slicing Rack — CC2031

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Rib Rack — CC3809

Crab Cake Grilling Basket & Press — CC3138

3-Tier Plank Rack with Cedar Planks — CC6072 


